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Key Summary Epic Link Description
TMPREQ-33 Referencing terms from external ontology

servers
Module A -Cross-study,Transcript, andOntology TermSupport

Acceptance criteria
The data model should allow referencing terms from external
(e.g. company wide) ontology servers, by specifying their
concept codes.
The system should allow to send a call to defined ontology
server and get the preferred term back or no matching term.

TMPREQ-15 Retrieving data filtered by proteins, transcripts,
and genes using standard ontologies via the
API

Module A -Cross-study,Transcript, andOntology TermSupport

Acceptance criteria
The system should allow the user to download all supported
high dimensional data types filtered by the gene name, gene id
and, for protein data, protein id and, for RNA-Seq data,
transcript id.
The supported data types are all data types built into the Core
API, including mRNA, miRNA gene expression, proteomics,
metabolomics, CNV and VCF data. (And the Pfizer
implementation of SNP data, assuming this is merged in to
16.2)
The filter only needs to support one ontology term for filtering.

TMPREQ-13 Retrieving transcript level RNA-Seq data via the
REST API

Module A -Cross-study,Transcript, andOntology TermSupport

For transcript support, extend the current gene-based data model
and dictionaries to accommodate transcript-level data from
RNAseq experiments. Allow data to be exported or made
available via APIs for specific transcript for a gene.
Acceptance criteria

The system should allow the user to download only the data for
a specific transcript via the REST API.

TMPREQ-5 Building a generic concept tree across studies Module A -Cross-study,Transcript, andOntology TermSupport

Acceptance criteria:
The system should allow the use of concepts from multiple
studies with each other in one analysis.
The system should allow to use the same ontology code for
multiple concepts within multiple studies
The system should allow the retrieval of all subjects or
observations specified by the same ontology code with one
query.
The system allows data loaders to define new ontology codes
independently of any study.
Concepts have a tree path, name, concept code, and type (one
of [categorical, numerical, folder]). All attributes are required
and can not be changed without deleting and reloading.
All concepts can have metadata tags loaded in the form of
[key, value] pairs.
Data loaders can load data associated with multiple ontology
codes at any time.

Out of scope:
The process of harmonization between multiple datasets. Data
needs to be harmonized before entering tranSMART when
mapping to a generic concept code.

Criteria for study specific trees are covered in TMPREQ-6.
Study level security is covered by TMPREQ-8.
External ontology servers are moved to TMPREQ-33

TMPREQ-6 Building a tree where concepts are study-
specific

Module A -Cross-study,Transcript, andOntology TermSupport

Acceptance criteria:
The system should provide a tree-based overview of the data
per study.
The system allows data loaders to define a new concept in a
folder with only data for that study.
The system allows data loaders to associate a concept in a
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study with multiple ontology codes.
Concepts have and data loading has the same properties as in
TMPREQ-5
The APIs allow information about concepts (name, type, path
and metadata tags) to be retrieved for one specific study

Criteria for generic trees are covered in TMPREQ-5.
Study level security is covered by TMPREQ-8.

TMPREQ-8 Specifying user/group access by study Module A -Cross-study,Transcript, andOntology TermSupport

Acceptance criteria
The system should allow global administrators to set to access
to data from patients based on the study they belong to.
The access should be all or nothing, meaning the user is either
able to view, use and export the data or not to to view, use and
export the data.
If data from multiple studies is linked to the same concept the
user is able to view, use and export the data for only those
patients belonging to studies which he has access to.
If data from multiple studies is linked to the same concept the
patient count for that concept will only reflect the patients
belonging to studies to which the user has access.

TMPREQ-4 Storing transcript level RNA-Seq data Module A -Cross-study,Transcript, andOntology TermSupport

For transcript support, extend the current gene-based data model
and dictionaries to accommodate transcript-level data from
RNAseq experiments. Allow data to be loaded against a specific
transcript for a gene.
Acceptance criteria:

The database schema needs to be able to store readcounts
and normalized readcounts per transcript.
Each dataset has only one readcount observation per
transcript for each sample.
Multiple transcripts need to be able to refer to the same gene.
The use of transcript identifiers when uploading should be
optional
The system should also allow checking of transcripts to a
transcript dictionary.
The system should allow adding of new transcript identifiers to
the transcript dictionary, to allow for de novo transcripts. These
novel transcripts need to be linked to genes

TMPREQ-18 Support storing categorical variables without
concept for every value.

Module B -Longitudinaland EHR DataSupport

Adapt transmart-batch to load categorical variable values such
that they are related to variable concepts, not value concepts
(e.g., 'female' belongs to concept 'Sex', not 'Sex\female') and
verify that core-db and core-api and rest-api handle categorical
data stored in that way appropriately.
Add support for data criteria in queries for categorical data.
Core-api and rest-api should support queries for certain values
for certain concepts.
Acceptance criteria:

Transmart batch is adapted to load categorical data with a
reference to a categorical concept, instead of to categorical
values.
Transmart-core-api and transmart-core-db have support for
data criteria, enabling fetching patients and observations where
a categorical variable has a certain value. E.g., fetching data
for patients with value 'female' for 'Sex' or with value 'Unknown'
for 'Diagnosis'.

TMPREQ-17 Support storing and fetching relative timepoints. Module B -Longitudinaland EHR DataSupport

Support relative time points, such as 'Week 1', Week 2', through
modifiers or a visit dimension. E.g., a modifier or visit with label
'Week number', 'Day', could be used to store such values.
Acceptance criteria:
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The system should allow to link one or more observations to a
relative timepoint (or visit)
The system should allow to retrieve observations linked to a
specific relative timepoint.
It should be possible to link observations from multiple
concepts to the same relative timepoint. At least per study,
preferably global.
Relative timepoints should be able to have a linked value and
unit, representing their place on the relative timescale
compared to other relative timepoints with the same unit.

TMPREQ-12 Support storing and fetching multiple samples. Module B -Longitudinaland EHR DataSupport

The data model should support multiple samples per observation.
This involves a change in the database schema.
For fetching the data, the core API should be extended to provide
a new (additional) API for fetching samples/timeseries data,
offering the new samples functionality without breaking existing
code that depends on the current API.
Design of the API extension should be done together with
TMPREQ-9.
Acceptance criteria:

Multiple observations are possible per observation.
Sample identification is exposed through the REST API.
A new REST API version for fetching observations is designed
and implemented, allowing a series of values per patient for a
variable.
The existing Core API and REST API should be maintained, in
order to minimise the possibility to break compatibility. For an
existing instance with a current test data set, transmartApp
should still be able to fetch and analyse observation data.
It should be possible to link observations from multiple
concepts to the same sample. At least per study, preferably
global.

TMPREQ-9 Support storing and fetching timeseries data:
allow multiple observations with start and end
time.

Module B -Longitudinaland EHR DataSupport

The data model should be realigned with the i2b2 data model
with regard to timed data. There should be the possibility to have
multiple observations per concept per patient.
This involves a change in the database schema.
For fetching the data, the core API should be extended to provide
a new (additional) API for fetching timeseries data, offering the
new timeseries functionality without breaking existing code that
depends on the current API.
Design of the API extension should be done together with
TMPREQ-12.
Acceptance criteria:

Multiple observations are possible per combination of concept
and patient: the database schema is updated to include start
time in primary key of observations.
Start and end time of observations are exposed through REST
API (already in the database).
A new version of the REST API is available for fetching
observations, allowing a series of values per patient for a
variable.
The existing Core API and REST API functionality for fetching
observations should be maintained, in order to minimise the
possibility to break compatibility. For an existing instance with a
current test data set, transmartApp should still be able to fetch
and analyse observation data and the RClient should be able
to fetch observation data.

TMPREQ-10 Enable querying of timeseries data: time criteria
and aggregation.

Module B -Longitudinaland EHR DataSupport

Enable querying observations and patients based on time criteria
(start of period, end of period, threshold values) and aggregating
timeseries data: minimum, maximum, average values.
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The functionality should be available through the Core API and
REST API. They should offer the same functionality, but
performance may differ.
Acceptance criteria:

The REST API should support querying observations based on
a combination of:

start time
end time
aggregated timeseries/samples values:

minimum
maximum
average

temporal constraints on sets of events:
define sets of events (e.g., A: all blood pressure
readings for a patient, B: the first use of drug X by
the patient)
select one of the sets: (e.g., A)
specify constraints. Examples:

All of A happen at least one week after any
of B

The REST API should support querying patients based on
observations:

certain constraints are valid for any or for all
observations for the patient. E.g, all observations of high
blood pressure occur after supply of drug X.

The REST API should support quering for the following
aggregated values for numerical data:

minimum
maximum
average

TMPREQ-31 Starting a Arvados workflow from tranSMART
API.

Module C -ScalableGenomicsBack-end

We want to start workflows in Arvados on collections in Arvados
from the tranSMART API.
Acceptance criteria

API call for searching for workflows based on their name and
tags
API call for select workflow, retrieve from Arvados how many
collections are needed. Workflow would use default values for
all other values.
API call to select one or multiple Arvados collections already
linked to a study for use in the workflow
API call to start the workflow
Create and implement Arvados workflow component which
programatically associates the results with the same study it
was run from.
The system should allow to start workflows in and on
(collections of) files on multiple instances of 3rd party systems
(eg multiple Arvados servers)

Out of scope
TranSMART will not check whether the data and the workflow
are compatible.
The configuration of other variables than the involved
(collections of) files for the workflow.
The UI part of this requirement is not in scope for the 17.1
project, but is captured as TMPREQ-32
Viewing the status of a workflow via the tranSMART API after it
is started.
User rights are handled in the 3rd party system directly.
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TMPREQ-19 Support linking to external data in Arvados from

tranSMART API
Module C -ScalableGenomicsBack-end

Acceptance criteria
The system should allow the linking of (collections of) files in a
3rd party system (and specifically Arvados) to a study in
tranSMART via the REST API.
The system should allow the removal of links to (collections of)
files in a 3rd party system (and specifically Arvados) for a study
in tranSMART via the REST API.
The system should allow for a tranSMART study the retrieval of
linked (collections of) files in a 3rd party system (and
specifically Arvados) via the REST API.
Creating and deleting links should be only allowed for users
with global admin rights.
The system should allow to link to (collections of) files on
multiple instances of 3rd party systems (eg multiple Arvados
servers)
Access to the file links should be ensured on study level.
If the other (non-) functional criteria allow the implementation
should extend or support the existing MongoDB
implementation of links to files on study level. We prefer to
have one solution for file storage.

Out of scope:
ETL of links to (collections of) files for a tranSMART study
The UI part is not part of the 17.1 project, but registered under
TMPREQ-30
Adding files to or removing files from the 3rd party system is
handled in the 3rd party system directly.
User rights are handled in the 3rd party system directly.

Future considerations
In the future possibly also linking on subject and sample level

TMPREQ-32 Starting a Arvados workflow from tranSMART
UI

Necessary for17.1 release,but not for 17.1project

We want to start workflows in Arvados on collections in Arvados
from within the tranSMART UI.
UI component of TMPREQ-31
Acceptance criteria

Search box searching for workflows based on their name and
tags
Select workflow, request from Arvados how many collections
are needed
Workflow would use default values for all other values
Selecting one or multiple Arvados collections linked to a study
Start workflow
At end of Arvados workflow run workflow component which
programatically associates the results with the same study it
was run from.

Out of scope
TranSMART will not check whether the data and the workflow
are compatible.
The configuration of other variables than the involved
(collections of) files for the workflow.

TMPREQ-30 Associate Arvados files with study in
tranSMART UI

Necessary for17.1 release,but not for 17.1project

UI component of TMPREQ-19
Acceptance criteria

The system should allow the linking of (collections of) files in a
3rd party system (and specifically Arvados) to a study in
tranSMART via Base UI
The system should allow the removal of links to (collections of)
files in a 3rd party system (and specifically Arvados) for a study
in tranSMART via Base UI
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TMPREQ-28 Performance benchmarks for the RESTful API Non-functionalrequirements Performance: performance benchmarks for the RESTful API

should be defined for the result of this project.
Because we are unable to define the precise timings of API calls
we have agreed on the following procedure:

During the Design phase The Hyve sets up a reference
architecture (eg on Amazon) with a reference dataset
The Hyve measures on that the response time of the below
queries.
The Hyve does the same queries with the same data on the
version delivered at the end of the development project
The performance (response time) of the calls should be at least
as good as at the start.

Queries
Low dimensional data from 5000 subjects and 100 concepts
should be retrieved via the REST API in X seconds
100 read count measurements from RNA-Seq meaurements
from 100 subjects need to be retrieved via the REST API in X
seconds

TMPREQ-27 Alignment with i2b2 1.7 Non-functionalrequirements Interoperability: the data model should be aligned to i2b2 1.7,
such that i2b2 and tranSMART share the same basic clinical data
model.
Acceptance criteria

TranSMART should not use the tables or columns in use by
i2b2 in manner different from i2b2.
All tranSMART specific tables and columns should live outside
the i2b2 schemas, namely the schemas starting with i2b2...

TMPREQ-26 Comprehensive documentation of the new core Non-functionalrequirements Documentation: Comprehensive documentation of the new core
to enable easy use of the date core and the APIs.
Acceptance criteria

Documentation should be available for all available REST and
Core API calls
The data model design should provide a clear, unambiguous
description of the complete data model, including implied
dependencies between tables.

TMPREQ-25 Automated Testing Non-functionalrequirements Acceptance criteria
The Core API should have unit and integration tests with a
minimal test coverage of 70%.
The RESTful API should have automated functional tests for all
API calls.

TMPREQ-21 Migrating data from tranSMART 16.1 or 16.2
database to 17.1

Non-functionalrequirements Acceptance criteria
The system should allow the user having a 16.1 or 16.2
database to execute an upgrade script and have the data
ready for loading or loaded in a 17.1 project database,
regarding:
Migrating data from old study specific tree to generic tree (with
study specific folders and security).
Migrating categorical variables having separate concepts for
their values to the new situation, having only a concept for the
categorical concept itself.
Migration of low and high dimensional relative time series
loaded with unit and value to the new relative time series
system.
The priority will be on Oracle databases. However database
independence will be kept in mind.

Not included:
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Migrating time series data loaded as multiple concepts without
value and unit for the time point to the new system for relative
timepoints.

TMPREQ-34 Retaining current interface and API capabilities Non-functionalrequirements When using an existing tranSMART instance, or loading with
existing ETL tools based on the constraints of the old data model,
the changes in this project should have no effect on the
capabilities of the User Interface and API's.
Acceptance Criteria

When using/deploying the results of the current project on
existing tranSMART instances, the capabilities of the current
User Interface will remain intact.
When using/deploying the results of the current project on
existing tranSMART instances, the capabilities of the current
API's will remain intact.

Dependancies
This can be only be achieved if the data in the existing instance
are loaded conform the existing (old) data model (e.g. No
longitudinal data).

Plug-ins outside of scope
It is likely that tranSMART plugins will need to be updated to
remain functional: other requirements of this project imply
changes to the back-end that will likely have impact on plugins.
Here are some examples:

Longitudinal data support: Implementing longitudinal
data support will require changing TabularResult format
which is used by for instance SmartR. Also, the
underlying tables may be used by some of the older
plugins. As a result, SmartR may require some
adaptation to ensure it still works after this change is
implemented (a small one if we assume that SmartR will
continue to work only with old data, and a big one if it is
to support new data). It is hard to predict impact on older
plugins which do not use core-db and access database
directly, but we can assume that they will not work
without adaptations.
Upgrading dependancies of transmart (Java 7 to Java 8
and Grails 2.3.11 to Grails 3.1.10): This is necessary for
security, as security updates are no longer available for
Java 7. These upgrades will also greatly improve the
ease of development in the future: it is necessary for
improving chronically bad build process of transmart. A
lot of time is being wasted by all contributors because of
deficient dependency management and build process.
These upgrades have a big impact on compatibility of
plugins: all transmart plugins will have to be updated and
tested, if their functionality in 17.1 is to be guaranteed.

The hyve cannot include backwards compatibility of plugins
within this requirement, as just testing all tranSMART plugins
will not be achievable in this project. Makers of tranSMART
plug-ins will have to be informed. Updating plug-ins to be
compatible with 17.1 will have to be coordinated by the
Foundation as part of the 17.1 release parallel or after the
current project.
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